Abstract. The study of dynamic characteristics of a sine film thrust bearing is presented. A dynamic Reynolds equation including the squeezing action is derived. Analytical solutions for the dynamic coefficients are obtained. It is found that the thrust bearing designed with a sine film profile provides better dynamic characteristics than those of the inclined plane bearing, especially for the bearing operating at larger inlet-to-outlet film ratios and smaller outlet film thicknesses.
Introduction
Many studies have investigated lubrication performances of inclined plane bearings [1] . Further investigations were made on plane thrust bearings operating under the steady state, such as the influences of turbulent flows [2] , the effects of convective inertia forces [3] , the influences of porous material [4] , and the effects of surface roughness [5] .
To prevent runner-pad contact, the analysis of dynamic characteristics taking into account the squeezing action effects displays great importance. Therefore, Lin et al. [6] investigated the dynamic characteristics of plane bearings. On the other hand, Lin and Hung [7] studied the dynamic characteristics of exponential film bearings. The exponential film bearing results in a higher damping coefficient as compared to the plane bearing, but yields a lower stiffness coefficient for small inlet-outlet film ratios. To provide more knowledge in bearing selection, the study of thrust bearing characteristics with a sine film shape is motivated. Figure 1 displays the configuration of a sine film thrust bearing including the squeezing action. The bearing pad length is L , the inlet film height is I h , and the outlet film height is m h . The sliding velocity of the runner in the  x direction is U , and the squeezing velocity of the pad in the  z direction is t h   / , where t denotes the time. The local film height h is described by:
Formulation
where ) ( sin x h is the pad shape of a sine film, and the subscript "0" denotes the steady state. In the present study, we assume the pad width B is much larger than the length L (i.e., L B  ). Based upon the thin-film lubrication theory [1] , the motion equations are simplified as follows.
where  is the fluid viscosity, p is the pressure, and u and w are fluid velocity components. Integrating equation (3), the velocity component in the  x direction can be found.
Integrating equation (4) across the film height gives the form.
Substituting the expression of u into the equation and performing the integration, one can obtain a dynamic Reynolds equation including the effects of squeezing action for the sine film thrust bearing.
In order to analyze the bearing characteristics, one can introduce the non-dimensional quantities.
Then the non-dimensional dynamic Reynolds equation can be obtained.
(11) Integrating the equation Reynolds equation (9), the non-dimensional film pressure can be obtained. gives Then the non-dimensional film force can be obtained after performing the integration. 
where , further increments of the damping coefficient are obtained for the sine film bearing.
Conclusions
A dynamic Reynolds equation for a sine film bearing. For fixed inlet-to-outlet film ratio or outlet film thickness, the sine film thrust bearing predicts higher values of the dynamic stiffness and damping coefficients as compared to the plane bearing. On the whole, the thrust bearing with a sine film profile provides better dynamic characteristics than those of the inclined plane bearing.
